
2013 will be a watershed year. The prospect 
of a new Commander-in-Chief, new leader-
ship in Congress and an economy swimming 
upstream are among the biggest concerns 
businesses need to consider as they ready 
their yearly plans.

Turning your attention to growth rather 
than a continued focus on internal cost- 
cutting measures is key in 2013, Here are the 
Top 5 considerations for businesses in 2013:

1. Topline revenue growth
Cost-cutting and lean practices are not 

going away, it’s just good business. However,
some of the areas that help company revenues
grow strategically and over the long term 
may need to regain some attention in 2013.

Marketing and 
sales are two areas 
that may have been 
scaled back to the 
point of ineffective-
ness. Although the 
economy may not 
necessarily be ripe 
for growth in 2013, 
it’s important to 
get back to strategi-
cally looking at the 
marketplace and 
identifying growth

opportunities, pursuing market holes and 
developing new product ideas to increase 
topline revenue.

Most businesses tend to focus on top-line 
revenue only when profits are healthy and
the business is growing as a matter of a robust
economy. A strategic focus on an underde-
veloped market may be the right spark to 
accelerate your growth. Your strategic plan 
should include determining your specialties, 
identifying your channels of distribution and 
acting on reaching out to the marketplace. 
Of course, prior to setting the strategic plan 
you should perform financial market analy-
sis that will point you in the right direction.

Your accountant should be able to help 
develop the financial analysis and assist you 
in spotting the trends of your organization.

2. Hiring
In an interview with Fast Company, 

Jim Collins, author of Good to Great, 
said, “If I were running a company today, 
I would have one priority above all others: to 
acquire as many of the best people as I could. 
I’d put off everything else to fill my bus. 
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As appeared in...

Because things are going to come back. 
My flywheel is going to start to turn. And the 
single biggest constraint on the success of my 
organization is the ability to get and to hang 
on to enough of the right people.” Most busi-
nesses that I know subscribe to a theory of 
always hire the “A” players. Hiring “A” players 
during a slow economy may be even more 
challenging than in a thriving economy.

You’ve survived the last few years running 
lean, but what opportunities may your busi-
ness be missing? As you approach 2013, make 
sure you have strong hiring and interviewing 
processes in place to identify the right hires 
from the overwhelming pool of candidates 
available. Consider using a predictive index 
model. Training your staff in the conduct of 
an interview and the key elements to look for 
will position your organization to have the 
best chance at identifying and attracting the 
very best talent. Clearly identify the business 
need, the strategy behind the hire, and the 
value proposition before you begin looking 
for the ideal candidate.

3. Margins
Accelerating costs for materials and 

supplies have been a challenge for businesses 
during the last few years. In 2013, your orga-
nization must begin to ask, “Can we continue 
to absorb the increasing material costs? 
Or should we start to pass the added costs 
onto our customers?”

Many businesses may have been skittish 
about passing on costs to customers during 
the last few down years, but at some point 
margins will need to regain focus.

Understanding your margins, and their 
components and drivers, is critical to man-
aging your pricing structure and philosophy. 
You want the growth discussed above to be 
profitable growth.

Your accountant should be able to assist 
you in identifying the appropriate cost 
absorption methods and theories.

4. Finding money
Just as businesses remain cautious, so do 

banks. Although this is not a new issue for 
2013, it is significant once again.

Gone are the days of relationship banking 
where a client was able to get a loan based on 
their character or good name.

It’s strictly a numbers game and that’s not 
going to change. Until businesses increase 
revenues, lending will remain an issue limit-
ing company growth and investments.

The top 5 things to consider for next year
We recommend you sit down with your 

banker and assess their ability to lend into 
your company.

A step-by-step review of the current 
lending covenants may help you and the 
bank gain focus on the appropriate drivers 
of your business.

Having both parties understand the 
covenants will allow you to strategize on 
how to successfully overcome any constraint 
caused by the covenant.

5. Succession planning
As Baby Boomers get closer to retirement, 

succession planning is important regardless 
of the year and must not be neglected in 
annual strategy planning sessions.

If you don’t have a plan, make 2013 the year 
to get started. Succession planning is crucial 
to the short- and long-term success of your 
business.

Identifying the proper strategy and keep-
ing key employees educated on their role 
moving forward is key to success. Whether 
you hope to pass the company on to family 
members, transfer the business to your 
employees, or sell to outside investors, 
planning and preparation is crucial for a 
seamless and rewarding transition. It’s never 
too early to begin planning.

With the election fast approaching there 
are many unknowns for which businesses 
can’t prepare.

Take advantage of the things you can 
control in 2013. Don’t close your business 
off from opportunity by continuing to 
look internally for cost-cutting measures, 
bring external growth opportunities to the 
forefront once again.

• Russ Romanelli is managing partner with 
Wolf & Company LLP, an accounting, tax, 
consulting and financial advisory company 
based in Oakbrook Terrace. Contact him 
at russ.romanelli@wolfco-fs.com or call 
(630) 545-4500.
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I find that retirement has 
different meanings for different 
people. For some, it will be a time 
to travel and see parts of the world 
they have never seen before.

For others, it will be spending 
time with grandchildren and family 
members, or even time to start a 
new business.

Regardless of what retirement 
means to you, there are things you 
need to be aware of. I have listed a 
few for you to take note of:

1. Failing to take inflation into 
account 

This can be troubling if you are 
relying on a pension that is not 
indexed to inflation (and most are 
not). Most of my retired clients have 
seen their expenses double during 
the course of their retirement. Do 
you know how you will grow your 
retirement income to offset the 
negative impact of inflation?

2. Some retirees spend their 
retirement assets too quickly, 
others spend it too slowly 

I don’t know which is worse. 
Outliving your money, or skimping 
and saving during your retirement 
years when you don’t need to.  
Most of us would take the latter, 
but why not consider the amount 
you can spend during retirement 
so you can enjoy more of it while 
you are alive.

3. You need to grow your retirement 
assets 

Centenarians, those over age 
100, are the fastest-growing 
demographic group in the U.S., 

according to 
the U.S. Census 
Bureau Special 
Report 2010 
(and more than 
80 percent of 
centenarians 
were women). 
Do you know 
if you have 
(or will have) 
enough retirement assets to cover 
this cost?

4. Putting all your eggs in one 
basket

Although diversification can limit 
returns during good times, it often 
helps to preserve your retirement 
assets when things go south. Often, 
retirees will have a concentration in 
one or more company stocks. This 
can be a problem if the company 
ever finds itself in trouble. Kodak 
is just one example of a blue chip 
company that went bankrupt. 
There are other companies that 
haven’t gone bankrupt, but have 
seen huge declines in their share 
price causing a reduction in an 
investment portfolio. This is never 
pleasant, but it hurts much more 
for someone retired.

5. Social Security and Medicare 
will continue to have financial 
pressures 

According to the U.S. Census 
Bureau 2012, every day for the   
next 15 years, another 10,000    
baby boomers will turn 65.    
That’s roughly one person every 
8 seconds. For many, this will 
likely mean potential reduction  
in benefits, or increased cost     

for Medicare coverage.

6. Medicare and medical insurance 
will not pick up the cost of nursing 
home or long-term care 

Medicare pays for a limited 
amount of days and only if 
admission follows a hospital stay. 
Costs could easily exceed $80,000 in 
the Chicago land area.

7. Thinking short term 
Longer life expectancy may result 

in a need for more retirement 
assets and money. Retirement is 
not a short term event so consider 
owning equities as part of your 
portfolio and think about living to 
age 90, or longer. Think about what 
retirement means to you, and then 
take time this month to put together 
a retirement plan that makes sense 
for you. Regardless of whether 
you are retired or not, if you need 
help in addressing the issues listed 
above, find a professional who can 
talk with you about them. Keep in 
mind, people don’t plan to fail, they 
simply fail to plan.

• Jim Platania is president of 
Platania Financial, Inc. He 
specializes in retirement planning 
and is a financial advisor offering 
advisory services and securities 
through Cetera Advisor Networks, 
LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Cetera 
is under separate ownership from 
any other named entity. He can be 
reached at (847) 870-7626 or on his 
website at  www.plataniafinancial.
com. Views stated are not necessarily 
the opinion of Cetera and should not 
be construed directly or indirectly as 
an offer to buy or sell securities. 

Retirement issues to be aware of this year
2013 will be a watershed year. The prospect 

of a new Commander-in-Chief, new leader-
ship in Congress and an economy swimming 
upstream are among the biggest concerns 
businesses need to consider as they ready 
their yearly plans.

Turning your attention to growth rather 
than a continued focus on internal cost- 
cutting measures is key in 2013, Here are the 
Top 5 considerations for businesses in 2013:

1. Topline revenue growth
Cost-cutting and lean practices are not 

going away, it’s just good business. However,
some of the areas that help company revenues
grow strategically and over the long term 
may need to regain some attention in 2013.

Marketing and 
sales are two areas 
that may have been 
scaled back to the 
point of ineffective-
ness. Although the 
economy may not 
necessarily be ripe 
for growth in 2013, 
it’s important to 
get back to strategi-
cally looking at the 
marketplace and 
identifying growth

opportunities, pursuing market holes and 
developing new product ideas to increase 
topline revenue.

Most businesses tend to focus on top-line 
revenue only when profits are healthy and
the business is growing as a matter of a robust
economy. A strategic focus on an underde-
veloped market may be the right spark to 
accelerate your growth. Your strategic plan 
should include determining your specialties, 
identifying your channels of distribution and 
acting on reaching out to the marketplace. 
Of course, prior to setting the strategic plan 
you should perform financial market analy-
sis that will point you in the right direction.

Your accountant should be able to help 
develop the financial analysis and assist you 
in spotting the trends of your organization.

2. Hiring
In an interview with Fast Company, 

Jim Collins, author of Good to Great, 
said, “If I were running a company today, 
I would have one priority above all others: to 
acquire as many of the best people as I could. 
I’d put off everything else to fill my bus. 
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Because things are going to come back. 
My flywheel is going to start to turn. And the 
single biggest constraint on the success of my 
organization is the ability to get and to hang 
on to enough of the right people.” Most busi-
nesses that I know subscribe to a theory of 
always hire the “A” players. Hiring “A” players 
during a slow economy may be even more 
challenging than in a thriving economy.

You’ve survived the last few years running 
lean, but what opportunities may your busi-
ness be missing? As you approach 2013, make 
sure you have strong hiring and interviewing 
processes in place to identify the right hires 
from the overwhelming pool of candidates 
available. Consider using a predictive index 
model. Training your staff in the conduct of 
an interview and the key elements to look for 
will position your organization to have the 
best chance at identifying and attracting the 
very best talent. Clearly identify the business 
need, the strategy behind the hire, and the 
value proposition before you begin looking 
for the ideal candidate.

3. Margins
Accelerating costs for materials and 

supplies have been a challenge for businesses 
during the last few years. In 2013, your orga-
nization must begin to ask, “Can we continue 
to absorb the increasing material costs? 
Or should we start to pass the added costs 
onto our customers?”

Many businesses may have been skittish 
about passing on costs to customers during 
the last few down years, but at some point 
margins will need to regain focus.

Understanding your margins, and their 
components and drivers, is critical to man-
aging your pricing structure and philosophy. 
You want the growth discussed above to be 
profitable growth.

Your accountant should be able to assist 
you in identifying the appropriate cost 
absorption methods and theories.

4. Finding money
Just as businesses remain cautious, so do 

banks. Although this is not a new issue for 
2013, it is significant once again.

Gone are the days of relationship banking 
where a client was able to get a loan based on 
their character or good name.

It’s strictly a numbers game and that’s not 
going to change. Until businesses increase 
revenues, lending will remain an issue limit-
ing company growth and investments.

The top 5 things to consider for next year
We recommend you sit down with your 

banker and assess their ability to lend into 
your company.

A step-by-step review of the current 
lending covenants may help you and the 
bank gain focus on the appropriate drivers 
of your business.

Having both parties understand the 
covenants will allow you to strategize on 
how to successfully overcome any constraint 
caused by the covenant.

5. Succession planning
As Baby Boomers get closer to retirement, 

succession planning is important regardless 
of the year and must not be neglected in 
annual strategy planning sessions.

If you don’t have a plan, make 2013 the year 
to get started. Succession planning is crucial 
to the short- and long-term success of your 
business.

Identifying the proper strategy and keep-
ing key employees educated on their role 
moving forward is key to success. Whether 
you hope to pass the company on to family 
members, transfer the business to your 
employees, or sell to outside investors, 
planning and preparation is crucial for a 
seamless and rewarding transition. It’s never 
too early to begin planning.

With the election fast approaching there 
are many unknowns for which businesses 
can’t prepare.

Take advantage of the things you can 
control in 2013. Don’t close your business 
off from opportunity by continuing to 
look internally for cost-cutting measures, 
bring external growth opportunities to the 
forefront once again.

• Russ Romanelli is managing partner with 
Wolf & Company LLP, an accounting, tax, 
consulting and financial advisory company 
based in Oakbrook Terrace. Contact him 
at russ.romanelli@wolfco-fs.com or call 
(630) 545-4500.
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2013 will be a watershed year. The prospect 
of a new Commander-in-Chief, new leader-
ship in Congress and an economy swimming 
upstream are among the biggest concerns 
businesses need to consider as they ready 
their yearly plans.

Turning your attention to growth rather 
than a continued focus on internal cost- 
cutting measures is key in 2013, Here are the 
Top 5 considerations for businesses in 2013:

1. Topline revenue growth
Cost-cutting and lean practices are not 

going away, it’s just good business. However,
some of the areas that help company revenues
grow strategically and over the long term 
may need to regain some attention in 2013.

Marketing and 
sales are two areas 
that may have been 
scaled back to the 
point of ineffective-
ness. Although the 
economy may not 
necessarily be ripe 
for growth in 2013, 
it’s important to 
get back to strategi-
cally looking at the 
marketplace and 
identifying growth

opportunities, pursuing market holes and 
developing new product ideas to increase 
topline revenue.

Most businesses tend to focus on top-line 
revenue only when profits are healthy and
the business is growing as a matter of a robust
economy. A strategic focus on an underde-
veloped market may be the right spark to 
accelerate your growth. Your strategic plan 
should include determining your specialties, 
identifying your channels of distribution and 
acting on reaching out to the marketplace. 
Of course, prior to setting the strategic plan 
you should perform financial market analy-
sis that will point you in the right direction.

Your accountant should be able to help 
develop the financial analysis and assist you 
in spotting the trends of your organization.

2. Hiring
In an interview with Fast Company, 

Jim Collins, author of Good to Great, 
said, “If I were running a company today, 
I would have one priority above all others: to 
acquire as many of the best people as I could. 
I’d put off everything else to fill my bus. 
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Because things are going to come back. 
My flywheel is going to start to turn. And the 
single biggest constraint on the success of my 
organization is the ability to get and to hang 
on to enough of the right people.” Most busi-
nesses that I know subscribe to a theory of 
always hire the “A” players. Hiring “A” players 
during a slow economy may be even more 
challenging than in a thriving economy.

You’ve survived the last few years running 
lean, but what opportunities may your busi-
ness be missing? As you approach 2013, make 
sure you have strong hiring and interviewing 
processes in place to identify the right hires 
from the overwhelming pool of candidates 
available. Consider using a predictive index 
model. Training your staff in the conduct of 
an interview and the key elements to look for 
will position your organization to have the 
best chance at identifying and attracting the 
very best talent. Clearly identify the business 
need, the strategy behind the hire, and the 
value proposition before you begin looking 
for the ideal candidate.

3. Margins
Accelerating costs for materials and 

supplies have been a challenge for businesses 
during the last few years. In 2013, your orga-
nization must begin to ask, “Can we continue 
to absorb the increasing material costs? 
Or should we start to pass the added costs 
onto our customers?”

Many businesses may have been skittish 
about passing on costs to customers during 
the last few down years, but at some point 
margins will need to regain focus.

Understanding your margins, and their 
components and drivers, is critical to man-
aging your pricing structure and philosophy. 
You want the growth discussed above to be 
profitable growth.

Your accountant should be able to assist 
you in identifying the appropriate cost 
absorption methods and theories.

4. Finding money
Just as businesses remain cautious, so do 

banks. Although this is not a new issue for 
2013, it is significant once again.

Gone are the days of relationship banking 
where a client was able to get a loan based on 
their character or good name.

It’s strictly a numbers game and that’s not 
going to change. Until businesses increase 
revenues, lending will remain an issue limit-
ing company growth and investments.

The top 5 things to consider for next year
We recommend you sit down with your 

banker and assess their ability to lend into 
your company.

A step-by-step review of the current 
lending covenants may help you and the 
bank gain focus on the appropriate drivers 
of your business.

Having both parties understand the 
covenants will allow you to strategize on 
how to successfully overcome any constraint 
caused by the covenant.

5. Succession planning
As Baby Boomers get closer to retirement, 

succession planning is important regardless 
of the year and must not be neglected in 
annual strategy planning sessions.

If you don’t have a plan, make 2013 the year 
to get started. Succession planning is crucial 
to the short- and long-term success of your 
business.

Identifying the proper strategy and keep-
ing key employees educated on their role 
moving forward is key to success. Whether 
you hope to pass the company on to family 
members, transfer the business to your 
employees, or sell to outside investors, 
planning and preparation is crucial for a 
seamless and rewarding transition. It’s never 
too early to begin planning.

With the election fast approaching there 
are many unknowns for which businesses 
can’t prepare.

Take advantage of the things you can 
control in 2013. Don’t close your business 
off from opportunity by continuing to 
look internally for cost-cutting measures, 
bring external growth opportunities to the 
forefront once again.

• Russ Romanelli is managing partner with 
Wolf & Company LLP, an accounting, tax, 
consulting and financial advisory company 
based in Oakbrook Terrace. Contact him 
at russ.romanelli@wolfco-fs.com or call 
(630) 545-4500.
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2013 will be a watershed year. The prospect 
of a new Commander-in-Chief, new leader-
ship in Congress and an economy swimming 
upstream are among the biggest concerns 
businesses need to consider as they ready 
their yearly plans.

Turning your attention to growth rather 
than a continued focus on internal cost- 
cutting measures is key in 2013, Here are the 
Top 5 considerations for businesses in 2013:

1. Topline revenue growth
Cost-cutting and lean practices are not 

going away, it’s just good business. However,
some of the areas that help company revenues
grow strategically and over the long term 
may need to regain some attention in 2013.

Marketing and 
sales are two areas 
that may have been 
scaled back to the 
point of ineffective-
ness. Although the 
economy may not 
necessarily be ripe 
for growth in 2013, 
it’s important to 
get back to strategi-
cally looking at the 
marketplace and 
identifying growth

opportunities, pursuing market holes and 
developing new product ideas to increase 
topline revenue.

Most businesses tend to focus on top-line 
revenue only when profits are healthy and
the business is growing as a matter of a robust
economy. A strategic focus on an underde-
veloped market may be the right spark to 
accelerate your growth. Your strategic plan 
should include determining your specialties, 
identifying your channels of distribution and 
acting on reaching out to the marketplace. 
Of course, prior to setting the strategic plan 
you should perform financial market analy-
sis that will point you in the right direction.

Your accountant should be able to help 
develop the financial analysis and assist you 
in spotting the trends of your organization.

2. Hiring
In an interview with Fast Company, 

Jim Collins, author of Good to Great, 
said, “If I were running a company today, 
I would have one priority above all others: to 
acquire as many of the best people as I could. 
I’d put off everything else to fill my bus. 
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Because things are going to come back. 
My flywheel is going to start to turn. And the 
single biggest constraint on the success of my 
organization is the ability to get and to hang 
on to enough of the right people.” Most busi-
nesses that I know subscribe to a theory of 
always hire the “A” players. Hiring “A” players 
during a slow economy may be even more 
challenging than in a thriving economy.

You’ve survived the last few years running 
lean, but what opportunities may your busi-
ness be missing? As you approach 2013, make 
sure you have strong hiring and interviewing 
processes in place to identify the right hires 
from the overwhelming pool of candidates 
available. Consider using a predictive index 
model. Training your staff in the conduct of 
an interview and the key elements to look for 
will position your organization to have the 
best chance at identifying and attracting the 
very best talent. Clearly identify the business 
need, the strategy behind the hire, and the 
value proposition before you begin looking 
for the ideal candidate.

3. Margins
Accelerating costs for materials and 

supplies have been a challenge for businesses 
during the last few years. In 2013, your orga-
nization must begin to ask, “Can we continue 
to absorb the increasing material costs? 
Or should we start to pass the added costs 
onto our customers?”

Many businesses may have been skittish 
about passing on costs to customers during 
the last few down years, but at some point 
margins will need to regain focus.

Understanding your margins, and their 
components and drivers, is critical to man-
aging your pricing structure and philosophy. 
You want the growth discussed above to be 
profitable growth.

Your accountant should be able to assist 
you in identifying the appropriate cost 
absorption methods and theories.

4. Finding money
Just as businesses remain cautious, so do 

banks. Although this is not a new issue for 
2013, it is significant once again.

Gone are the days of relationship banking 
where a client was able to get a loan based on 
their character or good name.

It’s strictly a numbers game and that’s not 
going to change. Until businesses increase 
revenues, lending will remain an issue limit-
ing company growth and investments.

The top 5 things to consider for next year
We recommend you sit down with your 

banker and assess their ability to lend into 
your company.

A step-by-step review of the current 
lending covenants may help you and the 
bank gain focus on the appropriate drivers 
of your business.

Having both parties understand the 
covenants will allow you to strategize on 
how to successfully overcome any constraint 
caused by the covenant.

5. Succession planning
As Baby Boomers get closer to retirement, 

succession planning is important regardless 
of the year and must not be neglected in 
annual strategy planning sessions.

If you don’t have a plan, make 2013 the year 
to get started. Succession planning is crucial 
to the short- and long-term success of your 
business.

Identifying the proper strategy and keep-
ing key employees educated on their role 
moving forward is key to success. Whether 
you hope to pass the company on to family 
members, transfer the business to your 
employees, or sell to outside investors, 
planning and preparation is crucial for a 
seamless and rewarding transition. It’s never 
too early to begin planning.

With the election fast approaching there 
are many unknowns for which businesses 
can’t prepare.

Take advantage of the things you can 
control in 2013. Don’t close your business 
off from opportunity by continuing to 
look internally for cost-cutting measures, 
bring external growth opportunities to the 
forefront once again.

• Russ Romanelli is managing partner with 
Wolf & Company LLP, an accounting, tax, 
consulting and financial advisory company 
based in Oakbrook Terrace. Contact him 
at russ.romanelli@wolfco-fs.com or call 
(630) 545-4500.
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